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INTRODUCTION
Cryptocurrency is undeniably the hottest topic on Earth now, with
everyone talking about going “to the moon” and which coins to hold,
which project to consider and what is worth “HODL-ing”. We strongly
believe that cryptocurrency will continue to develop and become an
integral part of financing; and with such a position, comes great
responsibility to the world. We want to play a part in the
responsibility of keeping it safe and secure.
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The aim of the Andromeda Exchange is to create a safe place for
Binance Smart Chain (BSC)’s investors, by enabling high-quality
project verification. Andromeda Exchange is the first exchange that
will make sure the BSC project listed is 100% safe and legitimate.
This waym investors can feel much more secure while investing their
funds into one of them. Also, we will enable easy-to-use BSC token
generators, with a much cheaper price, allowing more accessibility to
prospect users.

THE BILLION DOLLAR PROBLEM
With our experience researching, investing, profiting, and bearing
loss, we realised that, regardless of the use case, the team profiles or
the development of a project, the most frequently asked question
will be “Will there be a rug pull?”. Even with large projects that have
been developing aggressively for years, there is still fear of getting
scammed, crippling in investors’ minds. Cryptocurrencies, though
giving us the freedom that we yearn for, bears too much danger.
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ANDROMEDA SECURITY
A fully secured exchange with insurance in case of Rug Pulls,
with high KYC standards and contract to prevent any illegal
activities.
Our exchange will utilize an insurance mechanism to secure
investors funds. For that, we will create two insurance pools
•Self-Insurance Pool (SIP): where 25% of the trading fees will go
into that token pool.
•Global Insurance Pool (GIP): where another 25% from all
tokens will be gathered but access to those funds will have only
holders of Andromeda.
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A stringent KYC process and a fixed rate of listing will be
required for every token developer who wants to be listed on
our exchange.
In case of any illegal action from token developer (e.g., rug
pull), we will refund the investors with calculation based on the
formula below:
SIP Refund:
•Total active initial investments divided by self-insurance pool =
x,xx USD per 1 USD back.
For example if the insurance pool is 1 000 and there is 10 000
USD active initial investments then refund = 0.1 USD per 1 USD
spent that is 10% of your initial investment.
In other words, for 1000 USD invested you will get 100 USD
back in case of rug pull (very unlikely)

ANDROMEDA SECURITY

GIP Refund:
When users sign up with Andromeda Exchange, they will
be awarded a rank based on their Andromeda Holding
amount. Global insurance rate will be calculated based on
the rank achieved.
Ranking - GIP rates*:
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*GIP rates are not stackable. The stated percentage will be the final additional
refund amount for each rank.

ANDROMEDA SECURITY
Example Use Case:
As above mentioned, when you invest USD$1000 into a rugpulled project with 10% SIP rate, there are five refunding
schemes:

*TOTAL INSURANCE RATE CANNOT EXCEED 100% OF ACTIVE INITIAL INVESTMENT.
NOTE: ACTIVE INITIAL INVESTMENT WILL DECREASE WITH EVERY WITHDRAWAL BY 1:1.

ANDROMEDA ECOSYSTEM
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With Andromeda Ecosystem, you can exchange one BSC token for
another with just one “click”. However, if you choose to pay with
Andromeda Token ($ADRT), you will receive a better rate of swapping.
Token generators will be created with a user-friendly GUI and it will
not be as expensive in comparison with any other token generator
there is. We will also provide a detailed education panel, guiding users
from A to Z - from creating your token to taking care of it.

ANDROMEDA EXCHANGE
We will roll out the platform with the features mentioned below;
however, the list is not exhaustive as we will continuously develop
our project to meet our traders’ satisfaction:
Spot trading
Margin trading
Future
Crypto Plinko (Mini Game)
Crypto Wallet with unique safety mechanism (TBA)
ICO/IDO launchpad platform
User friendly token creator
Anti Scam educational panel
Anti Scam tools
DEX platform
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$ADRT

COINS

Andromeda Exchange will initially support trading pairs in the following
coins
BTC (Bitcoin)
ETH (Ethereum)
USDT
BNB (Binance Coin)
XLM (Stellar Lumens)
ADRT (Andromeda Token)
Baby Bitcoin
Spectra
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More coins will be added, subjected to the project meeting our
requirements. If you have a coin that you wish to be added on Andromeda,
feel free to submit the relevant documents and we will get back to you
soonest.
We do not plan to support fiat currencies such as USD, SGD, JPY,..

DEVICE COVERAGE
Cross-platform trading will be available for the below devices; however,
the list is not exhaustive as we will continuously develop our project to
meet our traders’ satisfaction
Web-based trading client
Android native client
iOS native client
PC (Windows) native client

REVENUE MODEL
Andromeda’s revenue will come from the following sources:

SOURCE

DESCRIPTION

Exchange Fee

Smart chain tokens’ trades: 0.5% (0.25% for Andromeda
Exchange, 0.25% for Global Insurance Pool)
Regular coins’ trades (BTC, ETH): 0.2% (0.15% for Andromeda
Exchange, 0.05% Global for Insurance Pool)

Withdrawal Fee

Andromeda may charge a small fee for withdrawals

Listing Fee

Andromeda will select legitimate and innovative projects,
coins and other assets to be listed on the Andromeda
exchange. There will be a fixed rate associated with the
listings. 10 000 - 50 000 (depends on the case)

Margin Fee

If you trade on margin, there may be interest on the
borrowed amount.

Other Fees

There may be other fees incurred for various services, such
as automated algorithmic order, etc. We strive to make such
fees transparent to traders prior to their engagement.

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Phase 1:
Establishment of Andromeda idea.
Settlement of Andromeda team.
Creating marketing and distribution schemes.
Launching Andromeda Token on Binance Smart Chain.
Creating the first version of Andromeda website.
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Phase 2: ICO
Preparation for Launchpad ICO.
Start of ICO launchpad
Andromeda FORK
Andromeda Token listing on PancakeSwap
Global price tracking listings. (eg. CoinMarketCap, CoinGecko,
CoinPaprika, Coinbase)
First preview of Andromeda Exchange with demo feature.
Opening pre-listing form.

Phase 3:
Alpha access of Andromeda Exchange (stable coins spot trading)
Start of "Anti Scam educational panel"
1 Minor Exchange Listing
1 Major Exchange Listing
Beta access to Andromeda Exchange(Token creator v0.1, Margin and
Future trading for stablecoins, prelisted tokens trading)
Finish of the ICO launchpad
Phase 4:
Publishing final version of Andromeda Exchange.
Start of mobile app development.
Beta tests of mobile app.
Developing Andromeda Debit Card.

ANDROMEDA TOKEN (ADRT)
We have already issued our token coin, the Andromeda token. The
maximum supply of $ADRT was 50 000 000; there may be manual partial
burning done in the future.
Details:
Contract: 0x02c63fc38c517730336c7147e48914dbfefd3fab
Tax: 5% Marketing (ICO phase)
Tax: 2% (1% Developer fee; 1% Auto Liquidity.)
Token max supply: 50,000,000
ICO max distribution: 20,134,899
ICO SoftCap: 5,000,000 USD
ICO HardCap: 102,295,000 USD
Token name: Andromeda Token V2
Token Symbol: ADRT
ICO
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The ICO will be performed in various payment methods, exclusively on the
main Andromeda Launchpad.
Investors can purchase ADRT tokens in 55 phases on a first-come, firstserved basis until 20,000,000.00 tokens are sold. As each new phase
starts, the price will increase. Investors will receive ADRT tokens within 5
working days after the ICO finishes.

ADRT VALUE &
REPURCHASING PLAN
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You can use ADRT to pay for any fees on our platform, including but not
limited to:
Exchange fees
Withdraw fees
Listing fees
Any other fee

When you use ADRT to pay for fees, you will receive a significant 5%
discount on all fees.

DECENTRALIZED EXCHANGE
ADRT will also build a decentralized exchange, where BNB will be used
as one of the key base assets and the gas spent.

FUND USAGE
40% of the fund will be used to build the Andromeda Exchange and
continuous system upgrades as well as the team and project
development.
40% will be used for Andromeda marketing, including continuous
promotion and education of Andromeda and the innovations in
industry mediums. A sufficient budget will be allocated solely to help
Andromeda gain popularity among investors and active traders to the
platform.
20% will be reserved as an emergency fund to cope with any sort of
emergencies that might happen.

TEAM
Andromeda Team comprises members across all continents, with
each one bringing their unique skills set to serve the development.
Karol Zacharski – CEO
Mathieu Guicheteau – CTO
Kyriakos Koutsourelis – Advisory Board

OTHER INFORMATION

Risks
With developing the exchange that aims to provide security and safety
to investors, we understand that there are many risks involved; We
strive to anticipate, analyze and overcome these risks with our skills,
experience, objectivity and leadership.
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Paramount Security
Numerous exchanges have been launched and there are many that
failed to keep the product secured from breaching attempts. The
team is developing the exchange with the highest precaution as it is
the crucial guiding characteristics in mind. We strive to ensure all
security procedures and practices are followed to ensure the safeties
of the ecosystem, infrastructure, data and investors’ assets. Such
practices are that of ISO/IEC 27001:2013 and the CryptoCurrency
Security Standard (CCSS).
Market Competition
The team is aware of the competitiveness in the industry, with
cryptocurrency gaining its popularity all over the globe. Competition
will be aggressive, fierce with boundless speed and development. This
is an inevitable risk, but we believe that our team will strive to
produce the best outcome and achieve the impossible. We strongly
believe that we will stand out. Will you be with us from the very
beginning, to enjoy the adventurous ride and reap the fruits of labor?
That’s the million-dollar questions.

